## Standard Tariffs

### Public Performance & Commercial Rental

**Effective Date:** 01/01/2020

### Single Event

**Featured Entertainment**
- First 50 persons: RM 250
- Every additional person: RM 1

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- Flat Fee: RM 1,000

### Concert/Exhibition

**Featured Entertainment**
- First 1,000 persons: RM 1,000
- Every additional person: RM 1

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- Flat Fee: RM 1,000

### Single Event Blanket Licence

**Featured Entertainment**
- Unlimited Event: RM 25,000

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- Unlimited Event: RM 7,200

### Commercial Rental

**Excluding Public Performance**

**Daily Licence**
- Single Event: RM 250

**Annual Licence**
- Unlimited event with unrestricted venue: RM 3,000
- Unlimited event with restricted venue (excluding hotels, shopping complex and public hall): RM 1,200

**Jukebox Operator - Each Jukebox:** RM 120

### Karaoke Kiosk Box/Jukebox

**Featured Entertainment**
- First 5 boxes: RM 2,000
- Every additional box: RM 380
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000


### Restaurant/ Coffee House/ Cafe/ Cyber Cafe/ Food Court/ Gaming Centre/ Fast Food Joint/ Canteen/ Budget Eatery Outlet/ Community Singing Centre

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- First 100 persons: RM 600
- Every additional person: RM 2

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000


### Discotheque/ Nightclub/ Karaoke/ Lounge/ Pub/ Bistro/ Restaurant/ Restaurant & Bar/ Other Multi Entertainment

**Featured Entertainment**
- On capacity of:
  - Not exceeding 50 persons: RM 3,000
  - Not exceeding 100 persons: RM 7,000
  - Not exceeding 150 persons: RM 11,000
  - Not exceeding 200 persons: RM 15,000
  - Not exceeding 300 persons: RM 19,000
  - Exceeding 301 persons: RM 23,000

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000


### Traditional Coffee Shop

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- First 50 persons: RM 1,200
- Every additional person: RM 10

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 400
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000

**Flat Fee:** RM 600

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000


### Office Premises/ Shopping Complex/ Supermarket/ Carpark/ Retail Shop/ Wedding & Video Studio/ Departmental Store/ Bank/ Electrical Appliances Shop/ Showroom/ Staffroom/ Fun Centre/ Terminal** Amusement/ Pleasure/ Theme Park

**Non-Featured Entertainment**
- First 100 persons: RM 600
- Every additional person: RM 0.093

**Surcharge**
- Each monitor: RM 200
- Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000
- Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000


**Amusement/ Pleasure/ Theme Park**

**Separate charges apply for other individual outlets within the venue.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP08</th>
<th>Factory/Industrial Premises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|Non-Featured Entertainment| Each Employee: RM 5  
*subject to a minimum fee of RM 600  
Surcharge: Each monitor: RM 200  
Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000  
Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000  
|Commercial Tourist Accommodation/Hotel/ Motel/Home Stay/Resort/Serviced Apartment| *separate charges apply for other individual outlets within the venue |
|Non-Featured Entertainment| Lobby/Reception Area/Waiting Area: RM 600  
Each guest room/suite (Sound Recordings & TV broadcasts): RM 15  
Each guest room/suite per TV (Music Videos & TV broadcasts): RM 15  
Each Spa & Health Centre first 50 persons: RM 1,200  
Every additional persons: RM 2  
Surcharge: Each monitor (except guest room/suite): RM 200  
Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000  
Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000  
|Member Club| *separate charges apply for other individual outlets within the venue |
|Non-Featured Entertainment| Lobby/Reception Area/Waiting Area: RM 600  
Common Area only (corridor, washroom & walkway): RM 600  
Surcharge: Each monitor: RM 200  
Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000  
Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000  
|Medical Centre/Hospital/Clinic| *separate charges apply for other individual outlets within the venue |
|Non-Featured Entertainment| Lobby/Reception Area/Waiting Area: RM 300  
Each patient room (including TV monitor): RM 15  
Surcharge: Each monitor (except patient room): RM 200  
Each video wall/multiple screen: RM 1,000  
Each stand-alone karaoke: RM 1,000  

---

**Glossary:**

- **Commercial Rental** means commercially renting and making available the sound, music videos and/or karaoke recordings to the public for the sole purpose of public performance, e.g. sound, music videos and/or karaoke recordings from DJs, Emcees, Music Equipment Suppliers, Event Managers, Jukebox Operator and etc.
- **Executive Karaoke Room** means a commercial premises where rooms are provided for interactive singing entertainment, where its drinks and beverages are sold at premium prices, and which does not cater for the children.
- **Family Concept Karaoke** means a commercial premises where rooms are provided for interactive singing entertainment, where its drinks and beverages are sold at non-premium prices, and which caters for the children.
- **Featured Entertainment** means the playing of sound, music videos and/or karaoke recordings as the main feature of entertainment and includes music for entertainment, product launches, dancing, karaoke singing and entertainment provided by disc jockeys.
- **Jukebox** means an automated music playing device, usually operated with cash or an electronic wallet, that will plays a patron’s selection from self-contained music recordings stored in it, within a premises.
- **Karaoke Kiosk Box** means a commercial booth for interactive singing entertainment which can fit up to a maximum of 3 persons.
- **Non-Featured Entertainment** means the playing of sound recordings, and/or music videos where it is not the main feature of entertainment, e.g. Background piped-in music including Radio/TV broadcasts.
- **Reproduction** means the reproduction of digital copies of sound, music videos and/or karaoke recordings from a legitimate source by the licence holder for the sole purpose of public performance.
- **Stand-Alone Karaoke** means a device used for interactive singing entertainment which is able to function independently within an open-space area of a premises.
- **Traditional Coffee Shop** means non air-conditioned commercial premises where its beverages are sold at non-premium prices and includes a restaurant that does not cater for events or functions within its premises.

---

**Executive Karaoke Room**

| First 5 rooms | RM 5,000 |
| 6 to 25 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 600 |
| 26 to 50 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 500 |
| 51 to 75 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 400 |
| Exceeding 76 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 300 |

**Family Concept Karaoke**

| First 5 units | RM 3,000 |
| 6 to 20 units (each subsequent unit) | RM 300 |
| 21 to 30 units (each subsequent unit) | RM 250 |
| 31 to 40 units (each subsequent unit) | RM 200 |
| Exceeding 41 units (each subsequent unit) | RM 150 |

**Jukebox**

| First 5 rooms | RM 4,000 |
| 6 to 25 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 450 |
| 26 to 50 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 375 |
| 51 to 75 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 325 |
| Exceeding 76 rooms (each subsequent room) | RM 225 |

**Kiosk/Box**

| First 5 units | RM 2,000 |
| Restaurant/Dining Area (each unit) | RM 1,200 |
| General Area (each unit) | RM 1,500 |
| Society/Association/Demo Set (each unit) | RM 1,200 |

**Non-Featured Entertainment**

| First 10 lines | RM 600 |
| Every additional line | RM 10 |

**Non-Featured Entertainment (Boarding and disembarkation music)**

| Aircraft | RM 362.37 |

**Non-Featured Entertainment (Lobby/Reception Area/Waiting Area)**

| Surcharge | RM 1,000 |

**Non-Featured Entertainment (Music On Hold in Telephone System)**

| Surcharge | RM 1,000 |

---

**Note:**

1. Licence from PPM is valid for 12 months from the commencement date, except for Categories SE01 and SE02.
2. All tariffs are subject to change by PPM without prior notice.
3. The above tariffs are for public performance, reproduction for public performance and/or commercial rental.
4. PPM shall decide the categorization and/or classification of any establishment.
5. Any other tariffs not listed will be supplied upon request.
6. Tariffs are subject to yearly CPI adjustments for inflation.
7. All annual tariffs are subject to separate charges apply for other individual outlets within the same business establishment.